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TECH STARS RELAX AT BANQUET

Closed Senior Formal May 15

*The closed Senior Formal dinner dance will be held May 15, at the Midwest Country Club. Dinner will be served beginning at 8:15 p.m. Dancing will start at 10 with Kenny Loughton and his orchestra. Those who have reserved their bids may get them from their committeemen Monday, May 4. All money must be in by Friday, May 9. Post- 
ingly no sales will be made after this date.

*Measurements for summer formal will be held at 12 noon Wed- 


MINIATURE POWER SYSTEM

OBTAINED FOR ELECTRICAL LAB

As a means of observing relay operations under various conditions, a relay panel has been received and will soon be installed in a laboratory of the Illinois Institute of Technology. The board is a Westinghouse product and cost $1000. It contains a miniature power system, including batteries, transformers, and transmission lines. All of the common types of power system relays are mounted on the panel and connected into the miniature system so that they function in exactly the same manner as do the protective relays on a power system. Faults, such as those due to lightning or short-circuiting conductors, can be applied at any point in the system: the same as would occur on an actual power system. The ability of the relays to trip circuit breakers clearing the fault can be observed. The number of times the fault was initiated and the breaker opened is counted on the panel.

IT represented at science meeting

*Illinois Tech will be represented in the colloquium section of the Illinois Academy of Science at the annual meeting by Howard Reiner, both Illinois Tech. The meeting will be held on May 8-9 at the University of Illinois, Urbana, and the first day that a colloquium section has been formed for undergraduates in Illinois.

*Six students from various colleges will read papers concerning their research in the undergraduate field. Howard Reiner will read a paper on the identification of various patterns that have been found in the psychology laboratory. The student will present the results of an experiment in the psychology laboratory.

*Students take final crack at curriculum

*Chances are slim for the success of the Illinois Institute of Technology in the annual meeting of the Illinois Academy of Science in Urbana, but there is no indication as to what proportion of its members will be present.

*Four students from various schools will read papers concerning their research in the undergraduate field. Howard Reiner will read a paper on the identification of various patterns that have been found in the psychology laboratory. The student will present the results of an experiment in the psychology laboratory.

ITT POLISH CLUB SPONSORS DANCE

*The Tech student body and its organizations will have a special evening of entertainment this weekend when the Illinois Tech Polish Club will sponsor a dance at 8 p.m. in the Student Union. The dance is open to all members of the Illinois Institute of Technology.
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Health Plan gets big push from Armour

*The proposed "National Defense Health Plan" was passed by the Illinois Student body in the Student Senate last Wednesday. April 29, 455 ballots were cast, with the necessary two-thirds vote of approval.

*Before final acceptance, the plan may be rejected by the board of trustees. If the plan is accepted, it will be payable in three installments of $150 each, in the necessary two-thirds vote of approval.

CLASS OF '43 ELECTS OFFICERS

*On Monday, April 17, the class of 1943 elected the following officers for the coming year: Morgan Fetch, president; Bill Weiler, vice president; and Jack Lomax, secretary. The following are the officers:
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NOW...FOR COLLEGE MEN...A NEW OFFICERS' TRAINING PLAN

* New Deferred Service Plan Allows You to Continue Your Education *

In the air across America the mightiest air fleet in the history of the world is mobilizing for victory!

So fast is it growing that there is a place here—an urgent need here—for every college man in America who can qualify for Officer's Training.

The U.S. Army Air Forces need Flying Officers and Ground Crew Officers. And many of them must come from the ranks of today's college students—men who make their plans now for the necessary Aviation Cadet training.

Thanks to a newly created Air Force Reserve plan, men of all classes—aged 18 to 26, inclusive—can volunteer for fundamental service or continue the scholastic work required for graduation before being called to active duty.

You must meet the requirements for physical fitness, of course. In addition, you take a new simplified test to determine your ability to group the training. A college man should pass it easily.

$75 A MONTH DURING TRAINING

Those accepted who wish immediate duty will go into training as rapidly as facilities permit. As an Aviation Cadet, you are paid $75 a month, with subsistence, quarters, medical care, uniforms, equipment and traveling expenses.

In 9 months you can win an officer's commission as a bombardier, navigator or pilot—and be well started on your way to serve America and advance yourself in aviation.

MANY BRANCHES OF SERVICE

There are also commissions awarded in ground crew service. College men particularly will be interested in the requirements for Armament, Communications, Engineering, Meteorology, Photography. If you have engineering experience, your chances of getting a commission are excellent.

This past year about 80% of all Aviation Cadets were commissioned as Second Lieutenants—about 67% as flying officers. Those who do not qualify remain in the Air Forces on an enlisted status and have further opportunities.

As a Second Lieutenant on active duty with the Army Air Forces, your pay ranges from $185 to $245 a month.

ACT AT ONCE

If you want to fight for America, this is where your blow will come.

If you want the best training in the world, and years of solid achievement in aviation—the great career field of the future—this is where you belong. Your place is here—in the Army Air Forces.

If you plan to enlist immediately, start getting your necessary papers ready for the Aviation Cadet Board. The proof is in your locality. For complete information, see your Faculty Air Force Advisor. You can take your mental and physical examinations the same day you apply. Get further information now.

NOTE: If you wish to enlist and are under 21, you will need your parents' or guardian's consent. Both certificates and first letter of recommendation will be required of all applicants. Obtain the forms and send them today—you can then secure your enrollment before any Aviation Cadet Board.

SEE YOUR FACULTY AIR FORCE ADVISOR FOR FULL INFORMATION
(Or Apply To Your Local Recruiting and Induction Station)
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LEWIS LIBRARY LOSES LOVELIES

New faces will be found in the Lewis Library next semester for all the old help is leaving. Miss Mabel Craig, assistant librarian, is going to leave for New York to join her husband who is stationed there and employed with the federal government. Taking her place is Miss Bernice Stewart, a graduate of Rosary College. Miss Stewart attended school last year and was previously employed by the Burney Public Library. Miss Alice Frailik, also a Rosary college alumna who replaced Miss Marge Murray recently, and she will work hand in hand next year.

Mr. Edward Fowle Smith has been called to his country's colors, reporting to his draft board for induction May 10, and will leave his position as head librarian. As yet his successor has not been named.

"S hinted " came to Lewis in September of 1944 after receiving his B.A. degree at Oberlin College in 1936 and a two-year's stay in Rolla, Missouri School of Mines.

"As a remembrance of his stay at Lewis," a pen and pencil set was presented to him by the students and library staff, and in the future we shall find out if it works through his correspondence.

Chem textbook by Lewis professors

"Essentials of College Chemistry," a textbook written by Norman Tschirch and Helen S. Mack, of the Lewis chemistry faculty, will be ready for distribution on May 15. This announcement was made by the D. Van Nostrand company of New York, scientific publishers.

This book is a complete revision of a preliminary text written by the authors in 1940 and used in the introductory courses since. The text is written in an introductory style that college students who have not had high school chemistry will be able to use it, and it is sufficiently rigorous to justify its use as a regular college text. It brings to the general course in chemistry a fresh arrangement of subject matter, and a substantial amount of original illustrations.

Interesting features of the text is the inclusion of a complete review of the historical development of chemistry in the appendix and a separate chapter on the problem of measurement. The chapters on organic chemistry are also arranged in an original and valuable manner. Throughout the text the electrical structure of matter is stressed and experiment evidence is given for all of the theories proposed.

The Kleinheinz-Mackay test is the second one of the inductees to be published by D. Van Nostrand company. The other recent publication is "The Application of Chemical Engineering," edited by Professor Harry McDermott of the chemical engineering department.
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OHH, WHAT THEY SAY!

Technology News

During the past month, Illinois Institute of Technology has announced the opening of the new ESMTMT, the largest Industrial Safety Engineering Program in the country. More than 1,000 students have been enrolled, from 700 defense plants throughout the city, and another 400 in various parts of the country, the largest being in eight high schools, along with in Chicago Heights and in Washington.

In order to administer this number of sections, student assistants have been stationed in each school and night when safety classes were held.

The instructors in these classes have asked me to make known to those students, and to the student body as a whole, the appreciation of the excellence cooperation which they have received. The success of the program has been due in large measure to the fact that the student assistants have worked intelligently and faithfully, and have represented the Institute at each school in a commendable manner. May I add my thanks, and those of the Safety Training Committee.

Sincerely yours,

J. I. Vailott

INTEGRAL COMMUNIQUE

Dan Brown, editor-in-chief of the student newspaper, Hilltop, has stated that due to the speedup of the curriculum, the distribution of the Integral will be discontinued to June 15. All those who wish to obtain the yearbook must come to the Armour or Lewis campus to get it.

If the students who will be out of town prior to their June 15 address in the Tech News must have before this Wednesday, a copy of the Integral will be mailed to them. Those students who are doubtful of whether or not they will remain in Chicago until the integral arrives on or before their June 15 address will be mailed it.

Dear Students:

I am sorry to inform you that I am not in a position to have this issue of the Integral published before June 15 due to the speedup of the curriculum. However, I am confident that with your cooperation the final issue will be distributed to all students in a timely manner.

Mr. R. J. Spaeth
Business Manager
Illinois Institute of Technology

Dear Mr. Spaeth:

We have your letter of April 21 and a communication from Ed Farrell and Harry Anderson, students at 32nd and State streets.

HARRY ANDERSON.

A MENACE IS REMOVED...

Splendid cooperation on the part of all brought Illinois Tech in body needed, stop sign at 32nd and State streets and brought it to a hurry. City Traffic Engineer Spencer turned the matter through and early Tuesday morning, April 20, all traffic on State street was greeted with a new white stop sign. We failed to get a stop light only because of priority restrictions.

Business Manager Spaeth and President Headly are to be commended for their immediate cooperation. We of the TECHNOLOGY NEWS feel that something necessary has been achieved. Drives and pedestrians alike have only praise for the result, and the students as a body that a menace has been removed.

Mr. R. J. Spaeth
Business Manager
Illinois Institute of Technology

Dear Mr. Spaeth:

We have your letter of April 21 and a communication from Ed Farrell and Harry Anderson, students at 32nd and State streets.

HARRY ANDERSON.

Very truly yours,

Leslie J. Spencer
City Traffic Engineer
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BASEBALL TEAM WINS TWO GAMES

Nose out Concordia, 8-7; Whitewash Wheaton, 6-2

Continuing its streak of three straight games and making it six out of seven, the ITT 11s traveled to Concordia last Wednesday and Friday. The ITT 11s beat Concordia, 8-7, and Whitewashed Wheaton, 6-2. In the first of the two games against Concordia, the ITT 11s scored six runs in the third inning, six hits in the fourth inning, and three runs the remainder of the game. In the second game against Wheaton, the ITT 11s scored all of their runs in the second inning, with Wheaton scoring all of theirs in the fifth inning, and both teams scoring no runs thereafter.

The Wheaton mixer was a 6-2 win after the fourth inning, making use of their usual strength in the infield, with 11 hits in total. The ITT 11s led 3-1 heading into the fifth inning, increasing their lead to 4-1 in the sixth inning, and finishing off Wheaton with a 6-2 win.

Thinclds trim Wright and Morton in triangular meet

The Thincld mixer was a 6-2 win against Wright and Morton, with the ITT 11's scoring two runs in the second inning, increasing their lead to 4-0 in the third inning, and finishing off Wright and Morton with a 6-2 win.

Net-Glove trims CTG, 6-1, to lose to U of C “B” team

The Net-Glove mixer was a 6-1 win against CTG, with the ITT 11s scoring all six runs in the second inning, increasing their lead to 4-0 in the third inning, and finishing off CTG with a 6-1 win.

BLOW BY BLOW

“Bubbles” Backward

Teams come and teams go, and today saw one of the best teams over on the ITT 11 campus. Golf, football, track, swimming, hockey, and basketball, all of these sports were well represented.

The Beloit mixer was a 6-1 win against Eau Claire, with the ITT 11s scoring all six runs in the second inning, increasing their lead to 4-0 in the third inning, and finishing off Eau Claire with a 6-1 win.

ALPHA SIGS COP INTERFRAT TRACK TITLES

Alpha Sigma Pi added two titles to their collection in the last two weeks as they annexed the interfraternity track and relay meets. The Sigma's triumphed over the fraternity field by a score of 80-73.

The Beloit mixer was a 3-1 win against La Crosse, with the Beloit mixer scoring all three runs in the second inning, increasing their lead to 2-1 in the third inning, and finishing off La Crosse with a 3-1 win.

The Alpha Sigma Pi mixer was a 7-2 win against University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, with the Alpha Sigma Pi mixer scoring all seven runs in the third inning, increasing their lead to 4-2 in the fourth inning, and finishing off University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee with a 7-2 win.

The Alpha Sigma Pi mixer was a 5-3 win against University of Wisconsin-Whitewater, with the Alpha Sigma Pi mixer scoring all five runs in the third inning, increasing their lead to 3-1 in the fourth inning, and finishing off University of Wisconsin-Whitewater with a 5-3 win.

The Alpha Sigma Pi mixer was a 9-1 win against University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh, with the Alpha Sigma Pi mixer scoring all nine runs in the third inning, increasing their lead to 4-1 in the fourth inning, and finishing off University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh with a 9-1 win.

The Alpha Sigma Pi mixer was a 2-0 win against University of Wisconsin-Stout, with the Alpha Sigma Pi mixer scoring all two runs in the third inning, increasing their lead to 1-0 in the fourth inning, and finishing off University of Wisconsin-Stout with a 2-0 win.
Senior Mechs continue march toward intramural softball title

The Senior Mechs continued in their winning ways by taking two games this week. The Mechs won both their games by a score of 6 to 2. Their first opponent was the S. Champs. Up to the second inning, this game had possibilities of being a contest but with the addition of the third inning it turned to a rout. Home run honors went to Bob Neuhouser who slammed a long one into left center field.

In the second game the Mechs took care of the heartbreak under-talented Soph Aces. The short hitting Aces were unable to get on base.

NET TOURNAMENT DRAGS ALONG

The slow moving intramural tennis tournament has almost reached the semi-finals. Three men have qualified and are waiting for the fourth to play his match so that the semi-finals may be started.

Harry Anderson beat Irish Sieg, 6-4, 6-4, 6-3; Paul Daberga massacred Marshall Murray, 6-0, 6-4; and Chuck Balchewicz defeated Bill Modos, 6-2, 6-6, to gain the semi-finals.

There is only one week left in the semester and the intramural manager would like to see the contest finished before he graduates.

TECH SHORTS

by Chalmers Baskes

Bob Bartlett, one of the class of '49, who is now a tech in the zoo, is doing nicely according to the latest reports. After the unfortunate experience Bob has come back and told us that we might be able to find our way around in the zoo after all.

Another unlucky sheep, Ed Logan, freshman basketball star, is back on the campus. He has been playing around on his crutches and telling his injury with a smile on his face.

With the coming of graduation the various teams of the campus will lose many of their members. These fellows, who have had time to do more than just study and who have devoted much of their time to the advancement of their college in the world of sports, deserve our hearty applause and appreciation.

And if you have a chance to pick up a copy of the new edition of the yearbook, you will find that it is not quite so thick as usual. The baseball team has been the subject of much discussion, and the football team has been the subject of much praise. These teams are all made up of seniors, and also to the team are the juniors on the squad. They will graduate before the baseball team starts its season next year. These fellows are Jack Byerr, Ray Logan, Bob Johnson, Herbert Ray, Mavis Sills, and "Skeeter" Darnell.

Audrey, who is captain of the baseball team and president of the Forensics, has played on the team for four years. She has won the lahman award in 1947. She has proved that he was the right man for the award, and she should prove an inspiration to the leading freshman runners.

The basketball team will also see Neuhouser and Corey plus four other seniors. Emil (Saranac) Harry Sieg, Howard Pendleton, George Huxter, and Will Illitch are the seniors who will be known for the Tech team.

The tennis team loses only one man in the coming graduation, but he is an important one. He is Captain Mills Schlitz, who, according to many sources, is probably the best athlete in the school. He has been a star in many games. It has been said that every time Mills leaves a court after a game, he has made one more friend.

Winning from the wrestling team will be Captain John Dittrich and Emil Dooloo while the wrestlers will have Jerry de Groot.

The golf team is headed by Harry Sieg, Al Braslaw, and Savy Suedstrom. Coach Bolling will be selling this year's new edition.

One of the most consistent winning teams of the school is the swimming team. It was a hard task to lose some of its best men. They are Captain Earl Hark, Norman Marks, Kirk Adams, and Harold Bokore.

Bill's injury in the track meet coach. Harry has also been a consistent member of the track squad ever since he was a junior.

In order that a precedent be carried on, Donald James Keeligh's name is hereby inserted.

Leaving the track team are Tom Barry, Wayne McColough, Dick Beaman, and Harry Haldenreich.

Last but not least we mention those hard working men who are managing the affairs of our teams. They are: James Walter, wrestling; Art McKevitt, golf; Jerome Fiddy, hockey; Dick Hume, tennis; Warren Spitz and George Huxter, basketball; Ed Colander, basketball; Hubert Burer, swimming; and Bob Kern, track.

The unnumbered battery of batting and his scrubs are still sitting on the bench. Our predictions are that the Senior Mechs will take another one in their chains in a week or so as a result of winning this tournament.

The last two of Brown and Smith will charge the other for a battle for the collar position in the league. After three close games, Bokore won the 335 series, 4 to 3. The winner is expected to be a better team because of the pressure on all the outgoing seniors that the cup will be made of.

An intermural manager's job is probably the most headline and unbulled job on the campus. We of the TECHNOLOGY NEWS take our hats off to Mr. Plass for the great job that he has done in managing the various inter and intramural sports. We are gratifying in the same way that we hope he will keep up his fine work.

Birds fly, rockets swing, when Badminton club's tourney proceeds

Under the auspices of Mrs. Ollie Pierce Hazel the Lewis Badminton club was organized in the fall of 1941 as a result of the growing interest in badminton. Mrs. Knipper, a senior and the women's badminton champ at this college in 1941 was elected president of the organization. Assisting her were Ann Mosher as secretary-treasurer, and David Kester as manager. David has since joined the party and the women's and men's championships respectively on Wednesday, May 15, when Bob Meyer and Karlson finished the first in the lower bracket. The top four matches will meet for the women's and men's championships respectively on Wednesday, May 15, which will not be eligible to compete again for the badminton title. The winners were Miss Kriger for the women's title and Kriger for the men's title, May 15, 1941.
Fraternities and Sororities

Triangle

Triangle will honor its graduating president, John Wood, with a Senior farewell to be held May 8, in the Marine room of the Edgewater Beach Hotel.

Alpha Sigma Phi

The Alpha Sigma Phi fraternity has been awarded the annual fraternity leadership trophy by the Illinois state convention. The chapter's leadership was recognized for their commitment to the organization's goals and achievements.

Rho Delta Phi

Rho Delta Phi will host a farewell party for its graduating members on Friday, May 24, at which time the chapter will announce its new officers and leaders for the upcoming year.

Kappa Delta Rho

Kappa Delta Rho will host a final formal dinner for its members on May 15, with guest speakers and entertainment to celebrate the end of the academic year.

Gamma Rho

Gamma Rho will host a final formal dinner for its members on May 15, with guest speakers and entertainment to celebrate the end of the academic year.

How to stop a drop of water!

A tiny pinhole in a telephone cable can admit moisture, causing short circuits and service interruptions. The Bell System has found a way to detect and correct the problem. The system is constantly searching for the better way. Pioneering minds have made a real opportunity in telephone work.

DON'T FORGET—

SUNDAY, MAY 10
IS MOTHER'S DAY
SEND HER A HALLMARK GREETING CARD
Complete Selection — 5c to $1.00 Each

GREENWOOD'S
Book Store
1953 W. MADISON
SEELBY 3433
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Dear Seniors,

Well, gone, here it is, one more week and these old diplomas will grace our walls. In abiding the Spirit of our last ring, I just want to say that I hope everyone of you has enjoyed the last half of the year as much as I have. I had it written for the last two and one-half years. I've tried to have jokes that would appeal to all of you, saddle quips, Joe barton, puns, poems, clean jokes, and the Employer's favorites, the low and steady kind. Before I go, I want to wish you the best of luck and success.

So long and Good bless you.

(Ed's note: I am sure that the whole school has appreciated your humor more than all the rest of the paper. I did not know what the papers would do without you anymore but — now be happy. Joe was a high school weapon. So long, and luck to the world to you and the rest of the senior gang.)

VVVV

Conductor or bus: "Can't you read that sign? it says 'No smoking.""

Seller: "Sure, mate, that's plain enough, but you've got a lot of dirty signs here. One says 'smoke with a warm pipe, or small," and I'm not paying any attention to any of 'em.

VVVV

Valter: "Are there any stick crickets on this city?"

Pittsburgh: "Stick crickets? Man — one evening at the door there was a stick cricket on the lights hanging on my suspender and I never saw before them till he had gone.

VVVV

What is a double petrology?

Well, a petrology is a flower like a begonia; a begonia is a meal like a sausage; a sausage and a petrology is a crime; Montreal crime twice.

Tell a group; a reader crowd is the morning and made a noise.

A noise is on your face like your eyes; the eyes are the opposite of the noise; a horse noise and has a soul.

You get a call and go to bed and wake up in the morning with double petrology.

Mother: "Now, Joan, didn't you give your little brother a quart of your sausages? Joan: "Not me! That was what two did to Adams — and she's been criticized over once.

VVVV

HOLD ON

Intruder of Amythest, a possessive painter, kind of working on the call, "Hello, natter, have you a good hold on that brush?" "It's what's up, what is it?"

"Well, bang on light! I'm going move this ladder."

A Negro, standing in a window's window, was informed he was to play a comedy scene. He said, "I'll be a little warm."

"You get in this bed," said the director, "I mean get the bed in hand, you'll be a little warm."

"Put a ton in bed with me?" he said, "I mean right now and war."

"But," explained the director, "this line won't hurt you. He's being brought at the moment."

"So was I brought on so well," said the Negro, "I'd eat meat now." (continued on page 10)
SLIPSTICK

Local Cuts

Lady: "I want some kid gloves for my eight year old daughter, please." 
Clerk: "Yes, madame, what kind?"
Lady: "It's a pair.

Mr. A: "You're a pair.
Mrs. A: "Yes, you're a pair.

The child took a long look at the old man and said: "Were you in the Air Force, Grandpa, when the front was fought?"
Grandpa: "No, certainly not, my child," replied the aged man.
"Why didn't you join the Air Force?" asked the child.
Grandpa: "I was too old. I was too old."

Charles: "What about taking a ride in the country?"
Betty: "Not tonight. I'm too tired. Let's eat at a restaurant in town.

"I've eaten," Mr. A said, "I've eaten."
Mrs. A: "Yes, but I've never used that brand before. It was called Epsom Salts.

The spinal column is a bundle of bones that run up and down your back, keeping you from falling all the way up to your neck.

Kind Friend: "I'll give you a penny for a kiss, Betty."
Blissness: "No, thank you. I can earn more than a penny.

All Wool and a Yard Wide

First Gob: "Say, whatever happened to that hot romance between Salser Sue and the handsome sweater-gift?"
Second Gob: "Oh, he tried to pull the wool over my eyes.

"How's your father coming along with his dinner?"

"He's ready. They make all the cows sleep on their backs.

"What's the idea?"

"So the cream will do no good in the morning."

My Favorite

Webbles have a funny face. 
That distinctive face is to be envied. God be surprised if we see now.

The awful things Webbels do.

A customer set down to a table in a small restaurant and paid his napkin around his neck. The manager, scolded, called a boy and said to him: "Try to make him understand as diplomatically as possible that that's not done.

Boy (to customer): "A shave or hear cut?"

"No. Better without you."

"Hello, son. How's the weather?"

"Oh, you know."

Mr. Sweet: "He's happy."

"Yes, he's happy."

Tech Roving Reporter

Last weekend and found TECHNOLOGY NEWS' roving reporter on the Urbana campus of the University of Illinois. The Military ball, the electrical engineering show, and the Illini men's victory over Iowa's dominating defense, the Illinois field were all placed in the background when this reporter discovered that Ammonla of Kitchener covered some of the excitement on the campus. A meeting interview with Ammonla on the steps of Alkwane House but it was learned that this wouldn't be possible. The women were attending the University of Illinois to get away from it all.

Sally Sue R. on her campus and trying to get away from school and away from students who she believed were snobbish in her ear, was made a task for this reporter, but it kept me busy. The trip to Urbana, in the outstanding characteristic of all the stuff, he did graceful dancing for the IDQT quintets. Little Sue, Ammonla's sister, was going to have a lot of fun which I certainly enjoyed. I was taken by some of the local folks who were irritating enough to write the Chronicle-organized concert at the University of Illinois.

Sue R., in her sister's arms, would be seen in Urbana on a week's or two, to drop a line in her service to Ammonla, to Alpha Nu, to Eta West Varsity, to Illinois, and to Urbana University, Illinois. No beauty in trying for Sally R. for she has a class comrade to date 409 of the 880 pretty girls that will invade the campus within the month. One thing we can't figure out is how in the hell one does it.

After seeing his return from downtown, the roving reporter wandered into the library, where there are books and a few students who have been given permission to read. At the study, one student was reading a book on science, while another was reading a book on psychology. A few people were working on the science book, while the psychology student was working on a book about the mind.

Other college, keeping with its belief that college athletes should be as prominent as possible, has abolished substitution charges of all intercollegiate basketball games.
What’s Cookin!

by Pete Hubert

Well, kiddies, all roads must come to an end and, so today’s we’re presenting the last issue of TECHNOLOGY NEWS for this semester. So, let’s indulge in the last ‘What’s Cookin’ column of the semester, and to top it off we’ll dedicate today’s roundup of fun to the seniors. So here’s wishing everyone a great summer, and we look forward to the seniors’ last bit of the best in both of us, and hope’s having that fine crop of engineers that are better tomorrow than today. The Institute of Technology will help bring us that quick victory.

Attention sensible. If you will recall the last issue of ‘What’s Cookin’ you will remember the article on Oh Henry’s Saloon in Willow Street, Illinois. We have secured a number of souvenirs from the last tickets to Oh Henry’s and am now ready to dispose of them to any senior interested. Here’s your chance to score for a swell run at reduced rates. Why not pick up your ticket and drop out there some evening and see the show. The audience was entertained by the music of baritone Eliot Hall and his Pianist. As mentioned in the previous column last week, Oh Henry’s has a fine symphony accompaniment with the band. So if you would like to see what your Senior Street look like from an orchestra—don’t miss this opportunity. Remember, any senior interested in obtaining a special outside ticket to Oh Henry’s should contact me this week. There is a limited supply, so first come, first served.

Movies of the Week

Pizzeria theater—THE SPOILERS. Here’s a picture billed to be one of the top-flight pictures of the year. It’s one light after the other, and not one to be missed by any seniors. The story of the picture is a bit dull.

Being a column nameless picture. I think T.R. might play it safe and stick to the usual fare. We may take some of the sessions live on camera, along with some famous stars. The story is a bit dull, and not one to be missed by any seniors. The story of the picture is a bit dull.

Well, one thing that is sure—when it comes to the picture business, it’s a good idea to keep your eyes open for something new. But it’s a good idea to keep your eyes open for something new.

A preview of army life

Hello Falstaff,

I am very enthusiastic about army camp life. We live in bed each morning until 5 a.m. This is good, we get plenty of time to get washed, shaved, dressed, make our beds, etc, by 5:30 a.m. At 5:30 we stand outside and shiver until someone brings the food. After we eat, we get off the ground and go through the darkness to the mess hall. Here we have plenty of breakfast, consisting of an unlimited supply of coffee in a choice of white or red cups.

After getting ourselves with this deadly report, we waddle back to the barracks. We have nothing to do until 7:30, when we eat our second breakfast, sit in our own mess hall, and then pick up all the cigarette butts and smoke wads sticks with a radius of 150 feet.

Sooner the sergeant comes in and says, “Come on out in the sun, kids. So we go out and bask in the wondrous sunshine. I am in eight inches of mud. To limber up, we do a few simple calisthenics, like touching your toes with your head. Then, we go outside to cool off the ground, and gazing yourself by the hand and holding yourself out at arm’s length.

At 8 a.m., we put on a light pack and start walking to the mountains. The light pack is not to be confused with the heavy pack. The light pack includes a gun, bayonet, canteen, mess kit, field, cartridges, bayonet, spoon, cup, mess kit, and a few odds and ends. The heavy pack has two extra blankets. For that reason, I weigh 227 pounds, weighed 145 pounds when I left, so you can see how thin and capable it is to run and play in the mountains.

An observation car follows as we climb the mountains, to pick up the fellows who jump. The boys who fall out in the mountain-dwelling are picked up. They give them six months in the guardhouse and call them ‘Blackouts.’ At 12 o’clock, those who are here, limp to the infantry. At the infantry the patients are divided into two classes. Those who have waded far and low, those who have waded far and low.

Well, that’s all folks. I’ve got to run to the mess hall. We’re having breakfast tonight. Oh boy, need I say anything? Don’t show up at school on Monday.

Reported a close second behind those ‘Sea Wolves’ lurking at Ohio street beach, was John Long. Urban musical tastes on the rise.

Our old friend, Warren Lindquist, famous for being smart with girls who throw him over for someone else, has also thrown his head over for that one. He took him at his word. Winn the little Frenchy, sometimes he has a bit too much. Warren Lindquist says that he is taking his boy when he leaves for Pittsburgh to take over his first engineering job! Let’s hope he doesn’t overwork himself out of that one, John.

Our old friend, Warren Lindquist, famous for being smart with girls who throw him over for someone else, has also thrown his head over for that one. He took him at his word. Winn the little Frenchy, sometimes he has a bit too much. Warren Lindquist says that he is taking his boy when he leaves for Pittsburgh to take over his first engineering job! Let’s hope he doesn’t overwork himself out of that one, John.

These advocates of the noble life. Ben Rovnak and Dick Haskel, after touring the country with their date, decided to start their spirits for the evening with something a little bit stronger than fine wine. Ben Rovnak, who was standing the costs, declared he would have enough to get to use all education, and start his spirits for the evening with something a little bit stronger than fine wine. Ben Rovnak, who was standing the costs, declared he would have enough to get to use all education, and...
FACULTY BRIEFS

Mr. E. C. Paulson, assistant professor of sociology at Lewis, has been invited to teach at the University of Colorado for the second term of the summer session which begins July 20. Professor Paulson will offer courses in Introductory Sociology, Social Disorganization, and Urban Sociology.

Norman Khanach, of the Lewis chemistry department, is taking a year's leave of absence to complete his work for the doctor's degree. He will do research work pertaining to national defense in the new organic chemistry laboratory there as an assistant to Professor J. W. Hunt.

Hillard "Doc" Devey will report to Washington, D.C., June 1, to assume the position of personnel officer in charge of recruiting for the National War Labor Board. This new job will last for the duration of the war.

The National War Labor Board is an agency for settling disputes in defense industries. Dr. Devey is entering a field which is closest to his heart, namely, labor relations.

Dean Dutton attended a meeting of the National Association of Manufacturers last week in New York. The topic under discussion was the methods by which organized labor and capital could best cooperate with the government to aid the war program. There were representatives from each of these groups present at the meeting. Dean Dutton is also chairman of the Chicago Association of Commerce, with responsibility to advise employees in the labor area.

Dean Dutton, Dr. Devey, and Professor W. G. Cottrell will give a series of speeches before the Junior Association of Commerce on a variety of subjects including Process of Analysis, Plant and Physical Facilities, and General Accounting.


Three members of the Illinois Tech math department will present papers at the 33rd annual meeting of the Illinois section of the Mathematical Association of America to be held May 8 and 9 at the James Hall in DeKalb, Ill.

Dr. L. E. W. Tobin will speak on "Detected Threats." The topic of his paper will be "The Origin of Inception." Dr. W. C. Krebs will speak on "Effect of Meetings of Board of Governors," and Mr. S. F. Billo on "An Analog of Pascal's Triangle." Mr. S. F. Billo of the Illinois Tech math department was recently elected president of the Math Club of Chicago and vicinity.

Dr. Herbert Beeman of the math department recently visited several colleagues in the East. On April 27 he spoke at New York University on "The Hahn-Hellinger Problem."

Student who desires to render service for tuition during the summer session of the college's year 1942-43 may obtain a position in the office of the Business Manager. All applications must be filed in the same office on or before Friday, May 22. Applications are required for each semester.

R. J. SPAETH

TAU BETA PI

The Illinois Chapter of Tau Beta Pi, the National Honorary Engineering Fraternity, has chosen the following officers for next year:

Robert L. Rose, president; Peter Vander Hoog, vice-president; Ray Myers, secretary; and Robert L. Rose, Recording Secretary. The officers are all members of the Class of 1943.

The Illinois chapter of Tau Beta Pi was founded in 1922 and has been active ever since.

SIGMA XI

On Thursday, April 30, the local chapter of Sigma Xi, national honor society in science, will hold its first initiation ceremony. The following faculty members were among the 16 full members initiated:

Dr. Hans F. Lande, Dr. J. H. Lande, Dr. Myriam B. Reed, Dr. Michael M. Scherr, and Dr. Herbert Beeman.

The new members include:


The complete list of new members is published in the Reporter at the time of initiation.

EPA KAPP NU

The honorary electrical fraternity of Illinois Institute of Technology, the Kappa Nu, held its initiation last Thursday, April 30, Francis X. Burke, national president, attended the initiation and banquet that followed in the East Dining Room of the Student Union.

The new members are:

James S. McDonald, John E. Tate, and Dan W. Walker.

The new officers of Kappa Nu are:

Robert L. Rose, president; Peter Vander Hoog, vice-president; Ray Myers, secretary; and Robert L. Rose, Recording Secretary.

You want steady nerves to fly Uncle Sam's bombers across the ocean.

Important to Steady Smokers:

The smoke of slow-burning CAMELS contains less nicotine.

In my new defense job, I appreciate CAMELS more than ever. They're extra mild with a grand flavor.